Abstract-In the random sampling setting we estimate the entropy of a probability density distribution by the entropy of a kernel density estimator using the double exponential kernel. Under mild smoothness and moment conditions we show that the entropy of the kernel density estimator equals a sum of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables plus a perturbation which is asymptotically negligible compared to the parametric rate n 01=2 . An essential part in the proof is obtained by exhibiting almost sure bounds for the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the kernel density estimator and its expected value. The basic technical tools are Doob's submartingale inequality and convexity (Jensen's inequality).
with the double exponential kernel s h (x) = (2h) 01 exp (0h 01 jxj):
We are interested for practical and theoretical reasons in the estimation of the negative entropy of g H(g) = IR g(x) log g(x) dx (1.2) by the natural estimator H(g nh ) with h n 0 , for some with 1 4 < < 1 2 , depending on the smoothness and decay of g: For some practical applications, see Györfi and van der Meulen [12] , Joe [16] , and references therein. Our interest in the entropy estimation problem ties in with our attempt at understanding likelihood discrepancy principles for the automatic selection of the window parameter in nonparametric deconvolution problems, see Eggermont and LaRiccia [8] .
Under suitable assumptions we prove that
log g(X i ) + " nh (1.3) with " nh = o(n 01=2 ) almost surely.
The conditions on g involve smoothness and that g has a finite moment of order >2: If (1.5)
Moreover, it is easily verified that then H(g nh ) is best asymptotically normal, see Levit [17] , Tsybakov and van der Meulen [20] .
The result (1.3) brings to mind the estimator of Ahmad and Lin [1] , given byH It is rather surprising that with a little extra work we get best asymptotic normality for this estimator as well, using the double exponential kernel. Of course, this estimator is much easier to calculate than H(g nh ): It remains to be seen (in simulations) what the small sample consequences are.
On the practical side it should be mentioned that the actual calculation of H(g nh ) for a fixed realization of X ; X ; 111 ; X n and a fixed value of h requires some care, but is otherwise "just" a problem of numerical integration, i.e., it does not involve any stochastic aspects. In this and other problems we would recommend the approximation of g nh by piecewise-constant functions on a fine enough partition, as in Györfi and van der Meulen [11] . The approximations are easily calculated since the distribution function corresponding to the kernel s h is available. An interesting aspect of the estimator H(g nh ) is that the window parameter h is not very influential since it only affects the o(n 01=2 ) term. In particular, datadriven procedures for chosing h ought to be possible, see also Hall and Morton [15] . Entropy estimators based on spacings enjoy popularity as well, see van Es [21] , Tsybakov and van der Meulen [20] , and references therein. Asymptotically normal estimators of entropy of the form (1.1), (1.6), or based on spacings have been exhibited before but usually under very strong tail conditions, e.g., under what appears to be exponential decay, see Joe [16] and Tsybakov and van der Meulen [20] , and best asymptotically normal estimators under the assumption that the density has compact support, and is bounded away from zero on its support, see Hall [13] , van Es [21] . For a thorough review of the issues in entropy estimation, in particular also (the lack of) the reasonability of various assumptions, see Beirlant, Dudewicz, Györfi, and van der Meulen [3] .
The principal tool for the proof of (1.3) is provided by submartingales and submartingale inequalities, see Breiman [4] . This comes about as follows. We let G denote the cumulative distribution function corresponding to the probability density function (pdf) g, and let G n denote the empirical distribution function corresponding to the observations X 1 ; X 2 ; 11 1;X n : Recall the definition of the Kullback-Leibler information divergence between two pdf's '; ; with > 0 whenever ' > 0, defined as
(the term (y)0'(y) integrates to zero, but including it into (1.7) has the advantage that then the integrand is nonnegative) and introduce the notation F nh as shorthand for Obviously, the last term (1.8) of (1.9), properly scaled, is a martingale, and so by the (sub)martingale inequality its almost sure behavior is pretty much determined by the behavior of the expected absolute value. The Kullback-Leibler divergence D(g nh ; g h ) is more cumbersome. We show that after proper scaling it is dominated by a pair of submartingales, whose expected values are under control, and so their (approximate) almost sure rates of decay are under control as well. It might be possible to apply the same ideas directly to H(g nh ), but the route via the Kullback-Leibler distance is interesting in its own right.
In the above the choice of the double exponential kernel is maybe not essential, but it certainly makes some of the details come out quite elegantly. On the one hand, s h (x) is the Green's function of a boundary value problem for a second-order differential equation. If ' is a continuous probability density function, then = s h 3 ' is also a pdf which satisfies x ! 61:
On the other hand, the collection fs h g h > 0 has a nice semigrouplike property, which is useful in eliminating the blocking phenomenon that customarily arises when applying submartingale inequalities to obtain almost sure bounds The double exponential is no stranger to density estimation: it also arises via the roughness penalization approach of Good and Gaskins [10] , see Thompson and Tapia [19] , and Eggermont and LaRiccia [9] .
II. ASSUMPTIONS AND THEOREMS
We assume that g has a finite moment of order >2, that is, there exist M > > 2 such that The ideal proof would be to suitably bound the terms in the expression (1.9) for " nh : With foresight/hindsight it is necessary to consider
j" n; j;
where h will eventually be chosen to depend on n: Dealing with the supremum in (2.3) is easy since H(g nh ) is decreasing in h > 0; as the following lemma shows. It follows that " nh is decreasing in h, whence nh = maxfj" nh j; j" n;h=2 jg (2.4) and so to bound nh it suffices to study " nh for fixed values of h: The required bounds for " nh are given via (1.9) by the following lemmas. provided h = h n n 0 for some 0 < < 1, and h n is constant on blocks 2 k01 < n 2 k (k 2 IN):
We emphasize again that the blocking phenomenon disappears by virtue of (2.4).
Combining these results with hn n 0=(3+2) proves that for all r > 1 nh =as O(n 02=(3+2) (log n) r ):
Since > 2, then the Main Theorem 1 is proven.
Results for the estimator of Ahmad and Lin [1] analogous to the Main Theorem are discussed in Section VII.
We finish with some general comments. We finish this section by proving the submartingale properties.
Proof of Lemma 4:
Let S n = D(' n ; g h ), where ' n = g nh _ g h : We need to show that 
Proof of Lemma 5:
With n as in the previous proof, the convexity of ('; g h ) as function of ' gives that Again, the set where n < g h is precisely the set where g nh < g h , so that This shows that Thus we obtain the bound Proof: The expected value is dominated by s I R gjs h 3 log g h 0 log gj: Writing js h 3 log g h 0 log gj = js h 3 log g h 0 log g h + log(g h =g)j js h 3 log g h 0 log g h j + j log(g h =g)j Q.E.D.
VI. USING SUBMARTINGALES TO PROVE LEMMAS 2 AND 3
In this section we prove the a.s. behavior of D(g nh ; g h ) and F nh , as stated in Lemmas 2 and 3. The rates are not optimal, but are close enough for the present purpose. The results follow from the standard (sub)martingale inequalities combined with some standard trickery.
Suppose for each h > 0 that fSn(h)gn is a submartingale. The submartingale inequality, see, e.g., Breiman [4] , implies that for all Here h is still fixed, but we may take h = h n varying with n:
where s > 1 is arbitrary but fixed, then gives that Prob [Mn(hn) > n] < (log n) 0s : If we replace n by 2 n , then (log n) 0s is replaced by a term of order n 0s , and so the Borel-Cantelli lemma implies that with m(n) 2 Together with the monotonicity of D(g nh ; g h ) in h, this proves Lemma 2. The proof of Lemma 3 goes the same way, and is omitted.
VII. THE ESTIMATOR OF AHMAD AND LIN [1]
In this section we study the estimator of Ahmad and Lin [1] , still based on the double exponential kernel. Again this makes the details come out quite palatable. As a matter of fact, all the previous arguments are recycled here. Proof of Lemma 10: We note that using the Green's function property (1. where to obtain the next to last line we used integration by parts.
The positivity ofH(g nh ) 0 H(g nh ) is thus proved. The expression But T is symmetric in g nh and g h , so we also get the same bound with g nh rather than g h in the denominator. Taking the minimum of these two bounds we get (8.4) and the main result is that " nh =as o(n 02=((2+d)+2) ) (8.5) and for d 2 this is not o(n 01=2 ): So we do get consistent estimators, but not asymptotic normality. The same applies to the estimator of Ahmad and Lin [1] .
